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Structural prerequisites of speleogenesis
in gypsum in the Western Ukraine
Prerrequisitos estructurales en la espeleogénesis de los yesos de
Ucrania del Oeste
K/imchouk A.B.; Andrejchouk v.N.; Turchinov l.I.
Ukrainian Speleological Association
Traducción de figuras por J.M. Ca/aforra (con permiso de los autores)

Resumen
En este artículo se caracterizan las condiciones geológicas, en especial prerrequisitos estructurales, de la espeleogénesis en los yeso miocenos del Oeste de
Ucrania. Se presta especial atención a las
irregularidades estructurales y texturales
del estrato de yeso y su papel en la configuración de la fracturación. Se caracteriza en detalle la fracturación en el yeso ,
la estructura de los sistemas laberínticos
de las cavidades y la moñología de las
galerías. Se demuestra que las fracturas
del estrato de yeso relacionadas con el
inicío de la espeleogénesis son de tipo
Iitogénico y constituyen grandes redes
independientes dístribuidas en niveles,
estando cada nivel confinado en su ubicación a determinadas zonas estructurales/texturales del estrato de yeso. Este
hecho determina la estructura en multi-niveles de las cavidades de la región.
Se considera también el problema de la
formación de grandes estructuras yeslferas en domo debidas a la recristalización
del yeso durante una etapa temprana de
la dlagénesis, así como el problema de la
génesis de la fracturación. La espeleogénesis, dados estos prerrequisitos estructurales, ocurrió en unas condiciones de
un sistema aculfero artesiano con distintos niveles, debida a una recarga vertical
ascendente a partir del acuifero infrayacente al estrato yesífero.

netíc realízation of exísting structural prerequistes occured under conditions of
multi-storey artesian aquifer system, due
lo upward recharge of cave systems from
the under-gypsum aquifer.
Key words: gypsum karst, joints, structural control, gypsum domes, speleogenesls , artesian aquifer, Ukralne

INTRODUCTION
The lerrilory of the w estern dislricts
of Ukraine (Lvovsky, Temopol'sky, Ivano-Frankovsky, Tchemovilsky) is characterízed by extenslve development of
sulfate kars t in lhe gypsum/angydrite
strata of Middle Miocene. Numerous
scientific and practical problems of re-

gional geology, hydrogeology, engíneering geology, geochemistry and environment prolection are related to lhe
sulfate karst of lhe Weslem Ukraíne,
The unique feature of the gypsurn karst
in lhe regl ón is an extensive development of maze cave systems. In the
region five largest gypsum caves in lhe
World are localed (Optírnístícheskaya 189 .000 km , Ozemaya - 111 km, Zolushka - 89 km , Mlynki - 24 km , KrístaI'naya - 22 km), wilh their total length
compatible wilh that of all other known
gypsum caves in lhe World. Being the
eore of the karst subject as a whole, the
probl em of cave genesis was controversial one during long period for the
Weslem Ukrainian region and is resolved sufficientIy just recentIy.
Karst development in general, and
sp eleogenesis particularly, is controlled
by numerous factors, among which the
struclural and hydrogeological ones
are most important. Structural factors
are those ' determining a structure of
initial permeability oí karstifiable rocks,
[oíntíng first of all, Besides tectonic prerequisites, Iithologlcal and textura! peculiarities of the Miocene gypsum stratum have played a great role in development of joinling in it, The study of the
role of the aboye factors and prerequisiles in speleogenesis ls the main
subject of the present work. This is considered here uslng examples of many

Palabras clave: karst en yeso , fracturación , control estructural, domos yesíferos; espeleogénesis, acuífero artesiano.

Abstraet
In this paper geological conditions are
characterized, structural prerequisites in
particular, of speleogenesis in the Miocene gypsum in the Western Ukraine. Special attentíon is paid to consideration of
structural and textural irregularities o the
gypsum stratum and theír role in the for o
mation of jointing. Jointing in the gypsum, structure of unique maza cave
systems and morphology of passages are
characterized in detail. lt is shown that
speleo-initiating joints in the gypsum
strata fall in Iithogenetic type and form
largely independent multi-storey networks with each sto rey being confined
within certain vertical structuralltextural
zones of the stratum. This determines the
multi-storey structure of caves in the region.
The problem is considered of the formation of giant dome structures by way of
gypsum recrystallization during the early
diagenesis stage, as well the problem of
jointing genesis is discussed. Speleoge-
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Figure 1. Gypsum karst areas and main tectonic structures in the Westem Ukraine: 1·
areas with surface karst manifestations; 2· areas without surface karst
manifestattions; 3- platformlforedeep boundary; 4· boundary between inner and outer
foredeep zones; 5- structural boundaries of the Carpathians. A- Podolia region; SSukovinsky region
Figura 1. Areas de karstificación en yesos y principales estructuras tectónicas en el Oeste
de Ucrania: 1- áreas con manifestaciones kárst icas superficiales; 2- áreas sin
manifestaciones kársficas superficiales; 3- límite platafonnalfosa tectónica; 4- límite entre
las zonas de fosa interna y externa : 5- límites estructurales de los Cárpatos.
A- Región de Podolia; B- Región de Bukovinsky
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Figure 2, Alteration of geological and hydrogeological conditions of the gypsum karst development in the direcction from the
internals of the platform outskirsts towards the pre-Carpatian foredeep (from right to the left)
Figura 2. Alteración de las condiciones geológicas e hidrogeológicas en el desarrollodel karst en yeso desde la plataformainterna hasta la
fosa pre-Carpática (de derecha a izquierda)

large caves of the region, but with specíal reference to the largest gypsum
cave in the World - Optimisticheskaya
Cave, where the linkag e between jointing and morphology, and lithological
and textural peculiarities of the gypsum
stratum is most prominent.
The authors are grateful to leaders
and members of the spel eological
clubs of Lvov, Ternopol ', Chemovtsy
and Kie v, especial1y to M.Savtchin,
A.Medvedev, N.Ostyanova, J.Zimel's,
S.Epifanov, Y.Korzhik, B.Ridush, as w ell
as to former staff rnembers of the Karst
and Speleological Departrnent, the Institute of Geological Scíences, Nation al
Academy of Sciences, S.D.Aksem,
Y.Ja.Rogozhnikovand M.L.Tchurubrova
for their assistance in collection of data
and in pursuan ce of underground researches. Tw enty years of this Department activity were full of many cha lIenging projects and underground adventure s, and thís period will be forever
remembered by the first of present authors as the most instructive and en]oyableone..

GEOLOGlCAL AND
HYDROGEOLOGICAL SETTINGS
OF CAVE DEVELOPMENT
The gypsum strata of Miocene age ís
widely spread in the southwestem fringes of the Eastem European platform,
in the transitional zone between the
platform and the pre-Carpathian foredeep, where the strata stretch es from
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southeast to northwest for 300 km by
the beIt of several to 40-80 km w íde.
The total area ofMiocene sulfate formation within the platform outskirt
amounts up to 20 thousands krn-. Two
major cave subregions , Podolsky and
Bukovinsky, both are situated in the
so u th eas tern se ction o f th e gy psumlanhydride beIt (flg.l ).
Precambrian crystalline basement is
submerg ed here to the depth of 10001200m and more. The sedimentary cover is represented with formations of
Paleozoíc (Hercynian struc tural stage),
Mesozoic and Cenozoi c (Alpin e structural stage) . In the valleys of Dniester
and it's left tributarles Lower Devonian,
Cretaceous and Miocene sediments
are exposed, and only Miocene scdiments outcrop in the Bukovinsky subregion.
The Miocen e sequence lies on the
erod ed surface of Cretaceous rocks .
The Cretaceous succession is represented here by terrigenous and carbonate sediments, most often by sands,
sandstones and detritallímestones belonglng lo Albian and Senomanian. Thickness of the Cretaceous succession
ranges frorn 5 to 20 m, and it in creases
towards south and west,
The Miocene succession is cornposed by Badenian and Sarmatian deposits, and líes on the eroded surface of
Cretaceou s. Badenian is divided into
three units . Lower Badenian (thlckness
5-30 m) ls represented by quartz sands,
sandstones, and bioherm detritic limestones; these sediments replac e each

other frequ ently.ln the upper part of the
unit detritic Iimeslones of 0,3 to 1.0 m
in thickne ss normally occur, which immedialely und erlie Ihe gypsurn strata.
The overlying Tyrassky Formatlon
(Middle Badenian) is represented by
the sulfate and carbonate facies. The
Gypsum stratum has a thickness of 15
to 25 m in the Podolsky subregíon, and
up to 40 m in the Bukovinsky on e.
Toward the forede ep the content of
anhydrite increases in the stratum. Horizontal occurrence of the gypsum stratum between the low-karstifiable rocks
and alm ost universal spread of clay coverbeds protectíng the strata from vertical percolatíon of meteorlc water are
the main factors caused largely lateral
development of the cave systems in the
gypsum strata, conservation of the stratum and caves within it duríng prolonged period (Klimchouk, Andrejchouk,
1986, 1988).The detailed consideration
of Iíthologícal and textural peculiarities
of the gypsum stratum is given in the
following chapter.
The carbonate facies of the Tyrassky
Formation is represented with pelitomorphic chemogeneous Iimeslone, 10cally named "Ratynsky", 0.2 to 8 m in
thickness. Normally it overlies the gypsum stratum; in this case it 's thickness
does not exceed 1.5 m. In places this
limestone replace the gypsum in the
cross section attaining ít's maximum
thickn ess.
The Upper Badenian unit lies on the
Tyrassky Formation, and begins with argillaceous and marly limestones with
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concretions of lithotamnium (the Ternopol' beds, thickness 1.5to 3 m). Above, the thickness of clays and marls
occurs, the lower part of which is placed to Upper Badenian (Kosovsky Formation), and the upper part belongs to
Lower Sarmatian. The total thickness of
these sediments attaíns 40-45 m in the
Podolsky subregion, and increases
towards the foredeep. On the upland
areas pebble-beds of the old Dniester
terraces remained from erosion; they
are placed to Upper Pliocene.
Quaternary sediments are unlversally spread over lhe studied regl ón and
are represented by the eluvial cover of
watersheds (clay,loams), deluvial sedí ments of valley slopes (loarns wilh pebb1es and debris), and alluvium of terraces (sands, pebble-beds). Their thickness attaíns 20-25m.
Rocks of Paleozoic and Meso- Cenozoic structural storeys are broken by
fauIts of different ages and orders into
numerous tectoníc blocks. Predominant orientation of fauIts in the territory
are: 15-30°, 50-70°, 290-300°, and 3500°; dislocation amplitudes along such
faults normally do not exceed 15m. The
block structure is of great significance,
as it controls development and appearance of karst processes in the Western
Ukraine. In the direction from the platform intemals toward the foredeep,
lhe gypsum stratum plunge by steps;
such plunging is compensated by increasíng thickness of c1ay coverbeds;
the depth of erosional entrenchment
Pa3pe3
Profile

concurrentIy decreases (fig.2). This
causes a regular zoned alteration of
hydrogeological settings of karst development in lhe aboye direction ( KIimchouk et al., 1983, 1985; Andre[chouk , 1984, 1988; Klimchouk, Andre[chouk , 1986, 1988).
Of hydrogeological concern lhe study area corresponds to the south-wesl
part of the Volyno-Podol'sky artesian
basin of the p1atformtype, to the Podolsky and Bukovinskydrainage basins of
lhe first order ( Shestopalov, 1981 ; Vodoobmen..., 1989). There are aqulfers
in Paleozoic, Cretaceous, Miocene, and
Quatemary deposits . As a resuIt of intense neolectonic uplifts and deep erosional entrenchrnent in the Podolsky
subregion during Pleistocene, the aquífers in Miocene and Cretaceous deposits had lost their artesian confinement,
and became wholly or partially drained. Under the rnodern conditions, the
Miocene aquifer receive localized polnt
recharge from the surface vía swallow
holes . The aqu íferoccurs mainlywilhin
the under-gypsum unit of Lower Badenian, but toward the Intemals of intervalley rnasslfs the water table arises
into the lower part of the gypsum stralum. The lable of the Miocene aquifer
is accessible in Ozemaya and Optímísticheskaya caves as cave lakes . D1scharge occurs in bottoms and slopes of
ravines and river valleys in form of
springs with tlow rates ranging between 0.5 to 151s·1 (mostfrequenUyO .8
lo 2.0 I S·I). Water is characterized by
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In the Podolsky subregion, the gypsum stratum l Oto 22 m in thickness is
characterized by clear vertical structutal and texlura1 differentiation. 1t is expressed most clearly and complete in
the south ern part of the Seret-Nichlava
interval1ey massif. Thls differentiation
proved to be the most important prerequlsíte for lhe formation of jointing
peculiarilies, and eventually, for the formation of the cave system structures:
their storey occurrence, plan patterns,
etc. (Klimchouk, 1986; Klimchouk, Andrejchouk, 1988).This is why the topic
is worst of special consideration. The
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In the Bukovinsky region, as the foredeep is approaching, the thickness of
c1ay coverbeds increases, and the
depth of erosional enlrenchment decreases, so that the conditions of the
fulIy drained gypsum stratum change to
the wat er table conditions within lhe
gypsum stratum, and then -to the con ditions of an artesian aqu ifer.ln the area
of Prut river the condítíons of an artesian aquifer prevail; only in sorne most
uplifted blocks water table is positioned several meters below the top of the
gypsum stratum (th e blocks of Zolushka and Bukovinka caves).
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Figure 3. Structural and textural dífferentation of the gypsum strata in the Podolsky region
Figura 3. Diferenciación estructural y textura/ del estrato yesífero en la región de PodoJia
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Figura 4. Estructura en domo en la parte superior del estrato yesífero

below characteristic of structures and
textures of gypsum rocks immediately
represents the area of Oplimislicheskaya cave, but it can be applied lo most of
other caves of the Podolsky subregion
with minar corrections.
In general, lhe sizes of gypsum
crystals increase from lhe bottom
upward across the stratum. Transitions
between structural/textural varieties
are rather sharp. Thls allows to divide
the gypsum stratum into three parts
(zones): the lower, rníddle,..and upper
ones (zones 1, JI, and III on the fig.3).
There is certain differentiation of rock
by structure and texture within lhe zones, which aIlows to dístínguísh between sub-zones.
The lower part of the gypsum stratum (the zone 1), of 6 to 8 m in thlckness, ls composed mainly by microcrystaIline varieties of gypsum, In the
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bottorn of the stratum rock is represented by homogeneous crypto- and
mlcrocrystalllne mass of white or líghtbrown color. It is composed with gypsum grains of 0.1 to 004 mm in síze, of
isometric shape, with irregular or toothlike contours. The rock texture is equígranular, granoblastíc, As impurities,
cIay particIes and grains of carbonates,
celeslile and barite occur. Frequently,
gypsum have the banded structure caused by presence of thin clay films separatíng thin gypsum layers. Cryplo- and
microcryslaIline gypsum with massive,
banded and bedded structures, lying in
the bottom oí the straturn, have the
lhickness of 1.5 lo 2 m and compose the
sub-zone la.
Upward in the cross section the subzone Ibis located (2-3 m), which is
characterized by an enlargement of
gypsum graíns up to 004-0.8 mm. On the

mlcrograíned background, inclusions
of larger crystals occur (up lo 2.0 mm),
so thal gypsum attaíns porphyroid texture. Thin layers of gypsum are deformed by recrystallization processes, and
banded structure tums lo plicated one.
In the lower part of the gypsum stratum, within the sub-zones la and lb,
lenses of argllo-sulfate rythmile occur;
the rock is formed by alternatíng thin
(up to 2 mm) beds of gypsum and clay,
which had not been encompassed by
recrystallization processes.
The lop of the zone 1,which is distinguished as the sub-zone le, has the thickness of2-3 m and is characterized by
presence of Iight-brown and darkbrown gypsum crystals up to 3-4 cm in
size occurríng in the white microcrystalIine mass. Waved and fan-like structures are distinguished by distribution of
these crystals . The length oí such 'waves" do not exceeds 0.3-0.5 m.
Besides the above varielies of gypsurn, macroerystalline gypsum oecurs
in the lower part of the gypsum stratum,
in zones of old pre-speleogenic jointing. It is represented by tabular and
parallel-columnar crystals of brown color, up to 5-10 cm sized, forming veins
up to 20 cm in thickness along paleojoints. Their genesis is related lo movemenl of saturated solutions through
sueh [olnts, In sorne cases the gypsum
is recryslaIlized to the state of selenlte
gypsum.
The transilion frorn lhe lower part of
the gypsum stratum (tne zone 1) lo the
middle one (the zone II) is rather sharp.
It is underlined by the layer of microcrystaIline gypsum up lo 10 cm in thickness. The contact between the zones
is irregular and waved,
The zone I1, 2 lo 3 m thíck, is eharacterízed by coneentrie oecurrence ofmiero- and macroerystalline gypsum, forming dome-Iike structures of 0.5-3 m in
diameter (normaIly - 1 to 1.5 m). These
structures are eoneentric-zoned. Cores
are usuaIly isometric in shape and cornposed with microerystalline gypsum.
They are covered by coneentric layers
of l to 15cm in thíckness, composed by
aItemating micro- and macrocrystaIline gypsum. The thickness of macrocrystalline layers increases from a eare
toward peripheries. The microcrystaIline gypsum varieties are represenled by
grains ofisometric shape, 0.5 to 1.0 mm
in size, MaeroerystaIline gypsum is
composed with crystals of tabular habitus, brown in color, 10 lo 15 cm in size.
Dome struclures of the zone JI are
often complicated by deformalion and
corrugation of concenters. Sorne largest slructures have formed as a results
of intergrowth of two or three smaIl
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0.04
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0.04
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0.03
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0,37

0.05
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7.5
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7.4
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I
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Table 1. Parameters of large caves and cave fields

Tabla 1.Parámetros relativos a las grandes cavidades y la superficie y volumen ocupados

cores of the struclures, but also along
the boundaries which divide structures. In other zones pockets and veins of
selenit e are usually related lo old (presp eleogeníc) fissures or tectonic faults .
The near-core part ol dome structures
has the diameter of 1.5 to 2 m and is
represerued by altemating concenters
of I to 15 cm in thickness, composed
with micro- and macrocrystalline gypsurn.In the parts iminediately adjoining
the struclure core, a corrugation of
sorne thin conce nters occurs. In the
macrocrystalline concenters uncomplete recrystallization of gypsum is
exhibited; large tabularcrystals are "cemented" by microcrystaIline mass.
Towards periphery, the microcrystalline concenters disappear, and in the
macrocrystalline conce nte rs a share of
microcryslalline mass dirniníshes.
The peripheral part of a structure ís
also concentric. Conc enters are composed here with glant, often curved,
sabre-like and feather-like crystals of
brown-colored gypsum, with the length
of individual crystals rangíng from 0.2 to
1.5 m. There ís a tendency ofincreasing
cryslals size from the core of the structures toward their periphery.
As primary gypsum conlaining cIay
impurities recrystallizes clay is
squeezíng out into the zones oí structures junction, as well as into ínter-concenters space and space between ta-
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bular and sabre-líke crystals. This is expressed most dearly in the east section
of Optimisticheskaya cave. As thís take
place, clear and sharp dividing boundaries formo Argilo-carbonale mas s
squeezed out into the inter-concenters
space, restricts the growth of gypsum
crystals, so that their size (and the thíckness of conce ntres) does not exceed
20~30 cm. In case of recrystallization of
pure gypsum, dividing boundaries are
not clearly exp re sse d, as gypsum
c rystals of neighboring structures lntergrow. In the upper parts of dome structures, where concentres are of greatest
diameter and lie almost horizontally,
dividing boundaries are not clearly expressed too. In recrystallized pure gypsum crystals are not restricted in their
growth,so that the thlckness of concentres reaches ít's maximum values (up
to 1.5 m) .
The abo ve lithological and textural
differentiation of the gypsum stratum is
distinct in most of the territory of the
Podolsky sub-region. In sorne areas differences between the lower and
middle parts of the stratum are not so
cle arly expressed, so thal one can
speak about two-units construction of
the stratum, with crypto- and microcrystalline varieties in the lower part ,
and macro- and giantocrystalline gypsum in the upper parto
In the easlem part of the Podolsky

sub-reglen, in the area of Atlantid a
cave, the gypsum straturn has different
composition. In it's lower part bedded
microcrystalline gypsum prevaíls, with
inclusions of macrocrystalline varieties
and argilo-carbonate material. The
upper part of the stratum is composed
with massive crypto- and rnicrocrystaIIine rock .
The construction ofthe gypsum stra tum changes also in the south-southwestdirection,loward the pre-Carpathlan fored eep. In this direction the
stratum becomes more and more hornogenous, transitions between the zones become mo re and more gradual. In
the area near Prut river the three-uníts
construction of the stratum is not expre ssed at a11; in the areas of Zolushka
and Bukovinka caves the whole stratum is composed mainly wíth cryptoand microcrystalline gypsum. In the
middle part of the stratum bedding is
characteristic ;in the upper part pockets
of large selenite rnonocrystals oc cur.

GENERAL CHARACTERISTIC OF
THE LARGE GYPSUM CAVES OF
THE WESTERN UKRAlNE
Of 14 known large caves of the region (those caves having development
exceeding 1 km), 11 are located north
of the Dniester valley, within the Podol-
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CONFIGURATION AND RELATIVE DIMENTIONS OF CAVE FIELDS
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Figure 6. Configurations and relative dimentions of sorne cave fields. Al! contours are pictured in the same scale.
The right relative position of Optimisticheskaya and Ozernaya caves is saved
Figura 6. Configuración y dimensiones relativasde algunos sectores de cavidades. Todos los contornos se han dibujado a la misma escala.
La posiciónrealativa de las cavidadesOptimisticheskaya y Ozemaya se ha conservado

sky sub-region. Of thern 9 caves are
located within the narrow belt
stretching sub-parallel to the Dniester
valley (ñg.S), Two caves (Mlynki and
Ugryn') drop out of this belt, and are
located sorne 15-20 km to the north. AII
these caves are situated now under
conditions of lhe fully drained gypsurn
stratum, as well as one more cave, Gostry Govdy, recently discovered on lhe
right bank of Dniester, Two other large
caves, Zolushka and Bukovinka, are situated in the Bukovinsky subregion,
near Prut river, in Ihe area of artesian
flow in Ihe Miocene aqulfer, bul wilhin
the azonal area of lhe most uplifted
blocks, where the upper part of the
gypsum straturn is entrenched and draíned by lhe valley (see Ihe block 47 on
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lhe fig.7). Because of thls, the water
lable conditions in lhe gypsum straturn
occur in lhis area.
AlI the large gypsum caves in the
reglón are mazes developed along networks of vertical and steeply inclined
[oints. Aggregaling passages form lateral two to four storey systems which
occupy areas of up to 0.7 km-.
From data of cave surveys various
morphomelric paramelers are deríved,
giving quantitalive characterístíc of a
whole cave, or it's certain regions. The
main morphometric parameters for the
large gypsum caves of lhe region are
given in lhe table 1.This table also contains sorne parameters of the cave
fields and of lheir karslification.
The area of a cave field ls the area of

a polygon which includes contours of
mapped passages networks, wilh the
exception of integral interna! non-karstífied areas, if present. The volume of a
cave block is determined by lhe area of
a cave fleld muItiplied lo an average
thíckness of the gypsum stratum , because of cave systems develop lhrough
whole vertical dimension of the stratum.
The absolute parameters of cave
systerns and their fields are subjects of
change, depending on exploration
efforts; they constantly grow in the
course of speleological explorations.
The length of the aggregated systems of
passages in lhe study reglón amounts
lens and first hundreds of km, and lhe
area of the cave fields reaches tens and
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hundreds (up lo 640 ) of thousands of

m 2•
Specific parameters are more informative. Specific volume (mídel) of a
cave characterizes "largeness" of cave
passages in a certain cave system, For
lhe caves of lhe region lhis feature range from 1.6 (Goslry Govdy cave) to 8.0
(Zolushka cave) m 3 per linear meter; in
lhe average for lhe region speciflc volume is of 3.84 m 3jm . No regularilies in
variations of lhis parameter through the
reglen are found; it ís controlled by local
conditions of speleogenesis.
It ls convenienl lo characteríze the
density of passages networks by the
ratio of a cave length to arr area unít of
a cave field (km/km/). This parameter
varíes for lhe region from 118 (Slavka
cave) lo 321 (Bukovinka cave) km/km",
with lhe average value of 198 krn/krn'',
The density of passages networks does
not display regional trends too . lt is
shown in the chapter 4 that the density
of passages networks is deterrníned by
the density of speleo-iniliating joíntlng.
The coefñclent of area karstification
of the gypsum stratum vary from 17%
(Kornso- mol'skaya cave) to 7496 (Zolushka cave). High values are inherent
in the fields of Verteba cave (6196),

Bukovinka cave (5796), Ozernaya cave
(5196). The average value is of37%. The
coefficient ofvolume karstification vary
from 3% (caves Mlynki, Slavka, Kornsomol'skaya cave) to 12% (Verteba cave)
whilst the average value is of 5%.
Figure 6 shows relative sizes and
configuration of the cave fields. It is
.evidenl that cave networks often forrn
elongated figures. Elongated elem ents
correspond rather clearly to directions
inherent in the regional tectonlc: norlhwest, northeasl, and meridional.

STRUCTURAL PREREQUISITES
or SPELEOGENESIS AND THEIR
REALlZATION

Tectonic faults, block and
microblock structures
The Neogene succession wilhin the
platform outskirt is broken into blocks
by numerous faults of díñerent orders.
In the inleriors of the platform outskirts
(the Podolsky sub-region) faulls of northwest , norlheast and m erid i onal
orientation separate numerous blocks
o f various shapes , wilh cross-dirnen-

sions of 2 to 6 km, and with displacements between adjoining blocks varying from 5 to 15 m (Klímchouk et al.,
1983, 1985). Towards lhe foredeep, the
block mosaic construction alters to lhe
block-step plunging of lhe gypsum stratum; as this takes place, amplitude of
displacements and thickness of cIay
cover increases (Andrejchouk, Kunitsa,
1985; Andrejchouk, 1984, 1988;see also

ñg. 7).
Within cave fields the gypsum stra-

turn is divided by lesser teclonic faults
inlosome microblocks, usu allywithout
displacement, or with displacements
within first meters. Such faulls can be
mapped and are indicated in caves by
zon es of destruction, brecciation or recrystallization, linear zones of breakdowns an d in jeetions of overlying
roeks, or by large joints dissecting the
whole gypsurn stra turn, Slickensides
are observed som etim es. Carbonate
flowston es and cha1cedoni mineralization often oc curs in the zones of faults.
Hydro-levelling of the markíng bentonitic layer lhrough lhe field of Optímisticheskaya cave in different dlrection s has allowed lo reveal the stru c ture
of the gypsum stratum within the tectonic block, amplitude of the stratum dís-
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Figure 9. Types of joints as related to speleogenesis (on the example of Optimisticheskaya cave)
Figura 9. Tipos de fracturas y su relación con la espeleogénesis de la cavidad Optimisticheskaya

placement in lhe zones of faults (flg.S),
The largest displacement is found between microblocks Ozemy and Zaozerny, Tsentral'ny and Svezhaya Voda (4-6
m) . Displacements aíong other faults
do not exceed of 1-2 m. Generally, lhere
is a lendency to submerging of lhe gypsurn stratum frorn the soulh to the
north, and from the west to lhe east.
Teclonic faults are of different ages.
In the Optimisticheskaya cave lhe 01dest faull ís, likely, the one bordering
the Svezhaya Voda regl ón to the soulhwest. It ls represented by lhe zone of
destruction composed with boulder
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breccía, cemented wíth argllo-carbonate material . Boulders are sized up to
1m and represented by macrocrystallíne gypsum. This fault had formed prior
to the formation of speleo-Initiating
[oíntíng, which is lndícated by passages
crossíng this fault zone . Besides the
above paleo-fault of 50° orientation, in
sorn e places of the cave the zones of
minor old faults are found, expressed
by veins of recrystallízed gypsum . Their
orientation is 70°, 315°, 350°. Other microblock faults had been forrníng duríng the period of active formalion of
speleo-initialing jointing. The y are

oriented 20-30° and 120-130°, less frequentIy 90°-100°.
Microblocks are usual1y of quadranguIar shape , with length of sides of 300
lo 500 m. Each of lhem contains the
region of lhe cave wilh peculiar orientation and morphology of sp eleoforms
developed on each of storeys present
(ifthe abo ve characte ristics are compared between cavities of the corresponding storey that are developed in different regions; dislinclions between cavílíe s of different storeys are always
essential, even wilhin the same region). Wilhin a cave region lhe dístríbu-
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Figure 10. Orientations diagrams of joints of different generations in some cave blocks
Figura 10. Diagramas de orientación de fracturas de distintas generaciones en algunas cavidades

lion of passages (joints) is rather homogenous, and param eters of networks of
each storey are quite stable in the lateral directíon.

Diversity of age of joints in the
gypsurn stratum
Jointing within rnicroblocks is one of
the main factor controlllng speleogenesiso It is important to underline that nelWorks of joints in the gypsum are composed with eleme nts of diverse ages ,
For the purposes of speleogenetlc analysls, three main gen erations can be
distinguished among joints occurring in
the gypsum (Klirnchouk, Rogozhníkov,
1982a; 1982b):

1) Pre-speleogenic pas sive jojnls:
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those formed prior to the period of speleogenesls, and by that time ye t filled
with lithified argílo-carbonate material.
Such joints did not show hydrogeologícal activity later on; they are indicated
by "ribs" and partitions projecting from
the walls of passages.
2) Speleo- initiating joints: thos e
hydrogeologically acti ve during the
main phase of speleogenesis , and
reworked into passag es due to dissolution action of moving waters, Markings
of such [oints are always ca n be seen
along lhe axis of speleoforms, and in
blind ends of passages. The networks
of speleo-ínítiating [olnts are "dlsplayed" by the map s of the maze caves of
the region.
3) Post-sDeleogeni c joints: those formed after the end of the main phas e of

speleogenesís: they are indicated by
sharp "rece nt" edges at the polnts of
their íntersections wíth dissolution surfaces. Such joinls are usually gaping,
withopenings up to 10-15 cm. Post-speleogenic joinls are ofte n novels, but it is
not rare that they inherit speleo-ínítlating [oints, which become gaping al
this.
The mapping of jointing in the gypsum stratum using this c1assilicalion,
performed in sorne caves of the reglen
(Atlantída , Dzhurinskaya , Zolushka,
Mlynki, Ozernaya, Optimisticheskaya),
as well as analysis of the structure of
cave systerns in the plan and vertical
views , allows lo con sider in details features of [oints of different generations,
and to reveal their rale in speleogenesis
(fíg.S). BeJow, pre-speleogenic a nd
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MAP OF JOINTING IN A1t.AHTlDA CAllE (fl2gment)

Figure 11. Jointing control upon occurence of passages of the upper storey in
Atlantida Cave
Figura 11. Control de la (racturación sobre la localización de galerías en el nivel superior de
la cueva Atlantida

post-speleogenic jointing ls characterízed brief1y; a consideration of spe-

Ieo-lnítíating jointing , immediately controlñng the structure of cave systems, is
given in the next section.
Pre-speleogeníc passive joints are
found in many caves of the Podolsky
sub-re gi ón (Atlantlda, Mlynki, Ozemaya, Optimisticheskaya, Slavka, and
others) where Ihey form "ribs" of lithified fílllng, projected from the wall s of
pas sages inlo cavities . They are most
cIearly expressed in the Bukovinsky
s ub-regi ón (Zolushka c ave), w he re
suc h "ríbs" are abundant and large , often com ple te ly partitioning off passages (so called "wings").
Pre-sp eleogenic jointing in the caves
of Podolia oc curs predominantIy in the
lower part of the stratum (the sub-zone s la and lb). The surface of Ihe walls
of joints is irregular. The openings are
norrnally 0,5 to 5 cm wid e , but swells
are frequent. This is interpreted eíther
as a resuIt of díssolution ac tion during
hypothetical old phase ofkarstification,
or as a resull of deformations due to
recrystallization of gypsum.
Orientations distribution of the of
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pre-speleogeníc joints networks has
been stud ie d in Atlantida, Mlynki and
Zolushka caves. The diagrams show
polymodal dislribution (fig.l0), which
differs consíderably from Ihal of joints
of later generations. Similar peaks of
orie nta tions of pre-speleogenic joints
(340-350° and 70-80°) are inherent in
for Optimisticheskaya cave as well.
Pre-speleogeníc [olnts co nstitute the
earliest ge ne ra tio n of jointing in the
gypsum stratum, which had been formed, llkely, during Late Badenian. During Kos ovsky and Early Sarmatian time
these joints were lilled with argílo -carbonaceous material, and were not
hydrogeologically active later on, However, it is likely that pre-speleogenic
joints have played an important role
control\ing the processes of recrystallízation of gypsum, being preferential
paths for migration of interstitial water,
pressed out from the rock.
The predominance of [oínts of NW
and NNW orientalion among pre-speleog enic joints is in agreernent with
their old age and indicates an aclivity of
faults of northwest orientation during
Late Badenian - EarlySarmalian. This is

also supported by the fact that quantity
and width of pre-speleogenic joints increases considerably from the caves of
Podolsky sub-regíon to the caves of
Bukovina, so - from the platíorm ínternals toward the foredeep.
Post-speleogeníc ("recent") joints
are spread in all the caves of the region.
They practically have not been louched
by dissolution processes. The study of
their relations with dissolution surfaces
and secondary deposits in Ihe caves
has allowed to state that post-speleogenie joints have díverse age, ye t within
post-speleogeníc period (Klimchouk,
Rogozhnikov, 1982a, 1982b). These
joints differ also by the ír genesis: they
can be resulted by Ihe late neotectonie
activity, or be of gravitalional genesis
(joínts of relaxation, crush [oínts , e tc.),
Neotectoníc joints , formed due to lectonic stresses after Middle Pleistocene
(after the ending of the period of active
speleogenesls), are common in Mlynki
and Atlantida caves, bul the y are rare in
Optimisticheskaya cave. Orientations
diagrams of such joints show polymodal d ístríbution, Sorne peaks are inherited from the earliergenerations, but the
novels peaks appear al the directions
poorly represented, or absent at all, on
the dlagrams of joints of older generations . lt is characteristic, that in the
c aves of the Podolsky su b-re gío n Ihe
orientations diagrams of post-speleogente [oints show rather cIearly the su blatit ud inal and sub-meridional directíons, while these dire ctions are poorly
represented in the earli er generations.
Gravitational joints are present in all
caves, but Ihey tend to focus on ce rtain
areas. In the Optímlstic cave, for instanc e, relaxation joints are developed predominantly in the lower part of the stratumoIn the upp er part the y form mainly
along the inter-concenters surfaces of
dome structures. Crush [oints are c haracteristic in lhe pillars between passages of the lower storey. Pressure of above-situated rock cause d eformation of
the thin píllars, their c ras hing and destruction. The ph enomena of the pillars
cras hing is ob served in the lower part
of the straturn only (in the zone of homogenous microcrystalline gypsurn).

Speleo-initiating jointing and
the structure of cave systems
Speleo-initíatlng [olntíng is of particular ínterest, as it determines developm ent of cave systems and their
pattems.ln the regl ón, the spatial structure of cave syste ms is fully controlled
with the stru cture of spe le o-initia ting
jointing of the gypsum straturn, As lt
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of different types, and lhat of corresponding areas of the large cave
systems, is expressed more or less in all
the caves of the region; thís is consídered in details in the next section.

Vertical (storey) differentiation
of joint and passage networks
Multy-storey structure of cave
IllIM'KHClWl

systems

DZHURINSKAYA

Figure 12. Different pattems of passage networks in caves of the Westem Ukraine.
Al! maps are pictures in the same scale
Figura 12.Diferentes modelos de redes de galerias en las cavidades de Ucrania del Oeste .
Todos los mapas se han dibujado a la misma escala

was noted above, the joints networks
are "displayed " by lhe cave maps, so
that it is proper using lhe cave maps for
studying speleo-initiating jointing. In order to assess a correctness of such a
substitution of the objects , the jointing
survey has been performed on the large-scale (1:100 - 1:200) maps of the
certain caves. Analysis of the maps
(ñg.l l) has shown, lhat parameters of
passages and passage networks obtained from cave maps, such as passages
lengths, distances between passages in
the set (or, the frequency of passages of
the same oríentation), orientation, the
shape of between-joints polygons, the
type of networks, the network connectivity, the number of beams in the joints
intersection, in general characterize
ad equately the corresponding properties of speleo-initiating joints and their
networks. Howe ver, a consistency between speleoforms and joints is cornplicated in large rooms and galIeries
wilh considerable gravitalional reworking of the morphology: such spel eoforms are usualIy a combination of several passages. When using cave maps
to obtain jointing parameters, such
areas are to be excluded from the anaIysis. Sorne other uncertainlies and inconsistencies resuIting from the above
substitution of the objects wilI be noticed below. To avoid repeating, in further consideration we will mean spe-
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leo-initiating joints when usíng the term
"[oínts", unless otherwise specified.
Even lhe brief consideration of the
maps of the caves of the region demonstrates the diversity of types of
passage (¡oint) networks and theír
characteristics (fig.12). In the works by
V.N. Dubljansky et al. (1969, 1980) and
!.D. Gofshtain (1979) the distinctions in
the characteristics ofpassage networks
between certain large caves were interpreted as the sígn oftheiroccurrence in
different tectonic blocks. Later on , further exploralion has considerably enlarged the areas of the cave fields, and
it became evident that significant díversity exist of characteristics of passage
networks between regions (areas) of a
single large cave systerns which occur
wilhin a single block.
It has proved to be the most important point for understanding of distinctions in the networks characterístícs
the recognition of the fact that the joint
networks and the cave storeys are confined to the certain constant intervals
within the gypsum stratum, corresponding to the different líthologlcal/textural
horizons (Klimchouk, Rogozhnikov,
1982; Klimchouk, 1986; Kllrnchouk.Andrejchouk, 1988). At this, joints (passages) of the certain storeys forrn largely
independent networks wíth quite dlstinct parameters. The storey differentiation of the passages (joints) networks

lt is found that in the most cases
joints in the gypsum do not dissect the
whole vertical lhickness of the stratum,
but are confined wilhin certain ínte rvals corresponding to certain líthologícal/textural horizons (zones). Thís is the
main cause of the storey structure of
the cave systems (Klimchouk, 1986,
1992 ; Klimchouk & Andrejchouk,
1988).
One of the authors has conducted
special lnspectíon of [oíntíng on the
are as of the cave fields where passages
of different storeys are superimposed,
and where a survey is availa ble precise
e nough to e nable identification of the
points of passages superposition. At the
places of passages superposition no
trace can be norrnally found of spe leoinitiating joint which control an occurren ce of the contiguous storey. Only in
rare cases passages of contiguous storeys are controlIed by the same single
[olnt propagatíng though several llthological/textural zones, The exceptions
are also the cases where speleo-initiating [oints experienced a post-speleogenic revival, or novel post -speleogenic
joints w ere forrned.
The recognition of storey differentiation of cave regions and areas in the
mo st of the large caves has allow ed to
inlerpre t obvious differences in morphology and characte ristics of passages (jolnts) networks as the result of
their de velopment in the differe nt lithological/textural horizons of the gypsum
stratum.
In the comparatively small caves, for
which the hígh-grad e surveys a nd altitudes of pas sages floor and ceiling are
avallable, the storey structure can be
easily revealed from the cave maps
(Atlantida, Dzhurinskaya), In the large
cave systems wíth extensive lateral development, usual cave maps do not
allow identifying storeys of passages in
different parts of a system. Obvious
morpholog ícal differences between
passages developed on different storeys were previously interpreted as between-regions differences (Dubljansky,
Lomaev, 1980; Savchin, Gunjovsky,
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Figure 13. Optimisticheskaya cave. Survey was provided in
1966·1990 by the Lvov Speleo-Club . Sorne regions explored in
1990-1994are lacking in the plane
Figura 13. Cavidad Optimisticheskaya. La exploraci6n se realizó
entre 1966 y 1990 por el Espeleo-Club de Lvov. Algunas zonas

Figure 14. Scheme of microblocklstorey differentation and
morphological regionalization of Optimisticheskaya cave
Figura 14.Esquema de diferenciación en microbloqueslniveles y
regionalizaci6n morfológica de la cavidad Optimislicheskaya

exploradas durante 1990-1994 no aparecen en el mapa

1970; Savchin, Kachkovsky, 1971, and
others).
In order to reveal vertical differenlialion of passages networks in the large
and cornpllcated cave system, the highgrade hydro-Ievelling have been performed in Optimislicheskaya cave, during
which the altitudes of passages and
contac ts between differenl Iithological/textura] horizons of the gypsum
straturn were carefully controlled. Partícular attention have been paid to the
benlonitic layer of l to 10 cm in thickness , which divides the middle and
upper parts of the gypsum stratum. This
layer is universally spread wilhin the
cave field and can be identified as the
markíng layer (see chapter 2). The profiles have been made through lhe whole cave field, from the east lo the west,
and from the north lo the soulh.
It was found that the marking layer
and boundaries between the Iilhological/textur al horizon s of the gypsum
stratum are quite steadywithin tectonic
microblocks; vertical range wilhin 1 m
ls related to post-sedlmentation deforrnatíons during recrystalllzation of the
gypsum stratum. The passages storeys
are stead y as well, and slrictIyconfined
Within certain lilhologicaVtextural hori-
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zons of the stratum. Thus, lt has proved
to be appropriate using the líthologlcal/textural criterion and the markíng
layer for the storey identificalion during
morphogenetic survey, even without
continuous levelling of passages. Such
an opportunity is especially valuable in
case of extensive cave systerns,
The morphog enelic survey, performed in some caves continuously
(AtIantid a, Dzhurinskaya, Optimisticheskaya) or in parts (Ozernaya, Mlynki, Zolushka) has cIearly demonstrated
the storey differentiation of the passages networks.
Cavities occurring on a certain storey,can form networks weIl connected
late rally on their own storey through a
considerable area, but can remain isolated having no lateral connection with
each other. In some cas es two or even
three storeys of cavilies are developed
through the same area, resulting a superposition of networks, but more frequentIy lhey are developed on the adjoiningareas, being laterally connected
along the common contour. This is
inherent in the large cave systems of
the Podolsky region (Optlrnísticheskaya, Ozemaya , Mlynki).
Let us consider in details variants of

relationship of passages of differen 1storeys.
Optimisticheskaya cave (ñg.IS). In
this largest and most complicated cave
system three main storeys of passages
are distinguished, each confined to different lithologlcal/textural horizon, or
zone, of the gypsum stratum. Figure 14
demonstrates the scheme of the storey
differentiation ofpassages networks for
lhe whole cave field. Most frequently
passages of only one storey are developed within the certain area, and at thls,
networks of the adjacent storeys (so, of
the adjacent areas) ar e connected
along the comm on contour in a plan
view. However, there are areas where
networks of two adjacent storeys are
developed together, beíng sup erimposed . Networks of the each storey are
largely independent, being connected
wilh each other in some, but far from
every points of superposition of linear
speleoforms in a plan view. There are
consid erable distinctions in the struc tures of passages networks de veloped on
different storeys, as weIl as distlnctions
in morphology of cavities.
Ozemaya cave (ñg.IS). The gypsum
stratum here is also consíst of three
units, that is most typical for the Podol-
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Figure 15. Ozernaya cave. Survey was provided in 1968-1988
by the Ternopol'Speleo-Club
Figura 15.Cueva Ozemaya. La exploración se realizó entre 1968 y
1988 por el Espeleo-Club de Ternopol
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Figure 17. Dzhurinskaya cave. A- plan ; S- shematic profile showing the relationship
between cavities ot the different storeys
Figura 17. Cueva Dzhurinskaya. A- planta , B- perfil esquemático mostrando las relaciones
entre cavidades de disitintos niveles
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Figure 16. A- The part of morphogenetic map of Ozaernaya cave;
S- the model of formation of the cave; a) the case of
interconnected local network of the lower storey, feeding master
network; b) the case of separate feeding cavitiesof the lower
storey. (Klimchouk,1992)
Figura 16. A- Mapa morfogenético parcial de la cavidad Ozemaya;
B- modelo de formación de la cavidad; a) en el caso de redes locales
interconectadas del nivel inferior, alimentando la red principal; b) en
el caso de alimentación de cavidades separadas del nivel inferior

DZH URINSKAYA CAVE
O
10
20 30 m

1

119

sky región. The overhelming majority of
passages in the cave is developed in the
middle part of the gypsum stratum, lmm ediately beneath the marking c1ay layer, forming extensive regíons of the
maze. Such reglons are separated whether by tectonlc faults, being connec te d
by single pas sages on the same level, or
by local pas sages networks ofthe lower
sto rey.
Cavities of the lower slorey are represented whether by separated conduits of an "ascending" morphology, or
by local networks of narrow passages.
In Ihe first case, separated conduits
may be incIined or pil-shaped forms,
ascending from the bottom of Ihe stratum and atta ch ed to the side or to the
e nd of an aboye sítuated m aster passage (fig.Ifi-Bib). Such co nduits are often
filled wíth c1aysediments, same as those filling the lower section of master
passages, but they can be easily recognlzed by pre sence of characteristic outlets in form of a shell or m íní-crater, al
the points of co nduits connections with
master passages. Morphogenetic
mapping ha s shown thal th ere are
thousands of such outlets distributed
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Figure 18. Atlantida cave and the model 01development 01the upper storey networks
(after Klimchouk and Rogozhnikov, 1982)
Figura 18. La cueva de la Atlantida y el modelo de desarrollo de la red del nivel superior.
(Klimchouk and Rogozhnikov , 1982)

rather u niformly along the master
passages network (fig.16-A).
In the second case, passages of the
lower storey form local networks conne cting different regions of master
passages developed in the middle storey: the "Transilional" regíon is good
example, the part ofwhich can be seen
in the southwest comer of the map in
figure 16-A.
Passages in the upper storey are poorly developed in the cave, rarely forrníng small networks . Their morpholo-
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gy indicates conl1ne d flow (domes ,
bUnd ends, etc.), and sorne passages
reach the bottom of the overlying formalion .
DzhUlioskaya cave (lig.17). The gypsum stratum of 12-15m in thlckness has
the two-uoits composition in this area,
with crypto- and microcrystalline gypsum in the lower part, and macro- and
giantocrystallioe gypsum io the upp er
parto The explored section of the cave
represents the part of a large cave
systern, limited by breakdowns (l1g.17).

lo the upper storey large sub-paraIlel
master passages are developed. Conduits oftwo subordinated lower storeys
are situated betweeo master passages
and connect them. Outlets of lower
conduits have the characteristic view of
a shell at points of their connection with
master passages. Subordlnation of conduits of different storeys is cIearly expressed (see profile on the ñg.I 78).
Atlantida cave. In the area of AtIantida cave the gypsum stratum also has
the two-unlts composition. In lt's lower
part bedded mícrocrystalline gypsum
prevail, but with frequent inclusions of
macrocrystalline gypsum and argílocarbonate material. Uolike the most of
the Podolian territory, the upper part of
the stratum ís composed here with hornogenous crypto- and rnicrocrystalline rack. Transitions betw eeo the lower
and upper parts of the stratum are gradual.
lo the structure of the cave system
two storeys ar e c1early expre ssed
(fig.18). The lower storeyis represented
by large master passages developed
along the lower contact of the stratum,
as well as by small systems of low winding passag es with complex shapes adjoioing to master passages. Conduits of
the lower storey were developed as a
system of local lateral flow ln which
larger master passages stand out as result of hydraulic competition (KIimchouk, Rogozhnikov, 1982).Caves of
the upper C"traositional") storey have
flssure-líke of rounded cross se ctions
and cIear smooth morphology. They
have 00 continuous connectivity on
their own Ievel, and are often represeoted with isolated conduits, developed late rally in both sides from domepit in the ceíling of master passages ,
being blind ended. In the areas where
master passages líe close lo each other,
passages of the upper storey form small
networks between them providing for
pass íng from one master passage to
another.
The morphogenetic analysis prevíded forAtlantida cave , has allowed , for
the firsttime for the reglen, to reject the
conventional theory of the evolutionary
"descendíng " storey formalion, and to
suggest the model of the "ascendlng"
formation of the upper storey passages
from master galleríes (Klimchouk, Rogozhnikov,1982; fig.18, A). Atthe points
where growing master passages íntersected the joints of the next higher level, blind cupolas begun to develop
upward along these joints (the case 1
on the fig.Iü), Wilhin the interval of
maximum opening of the upper level
joints speleoforms received lateral development in both sides from a dome-
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straturn. Uncertainty is due to universalIy spread cIay fIlling which hide the
lower part of the cross section. In sorne
regíons, where clay lilling is washed
out, the middle canjon-Iike part of the
cross section is exposed, with corrugated walIs .
It ls inherent in Zolushka cave the
presence of vertical pits of 3 to 8 m in
diameter, and 10 to 23 m in depth, connecting local networks of the lower storey with the maze of the upper storey. If
the bottom of such píts is not filled with
cIay, lhen windows of the water table ís
accessible. Above such pits smooth cupolas are usually present, lndícatíng an
upward flow from pits. There are about
38 pits within lhe explored part of the
maze.
Cavities of the lower storey are indicated by drilling data, observations in
the quarry, by a presence of subsidences in cIay fíllingin the floor of the upper
storey passages, and from direct observations. Díving in the pit in the north
east section of lhe cave has revealed a
presence of lhe small network of passages in the lower storey extendíng fOI
50-60 m from the base of the pit, It is
likely that networks of lhe lower storey
have no continuous development and
lateral connectivity 00 the own level,
but theydeveloped lsolated, being connected with master passages of the
upper storey via píts,

Distinctions in structure ot
networks ofjoints and passages
developed on different storeys
In the comparatively small caves
(AtIantida, Dzhurínskaya) differences
in the plan structures of cavities occurríng in different storeys are obvious
(see fig.17 and 18-B). In the large cave
system, where extensive networks are
developed in different storeys, distínclions in the networks structure are evídenced in such networks parameters
as distributioo of orientations, passages
length, distances between passages in
a set, etc. Apparently, such distinctions
are conditioned by peculiarities of the
structure of speleo-lnitiatlng jointiog
developed in correspondíng intervals
of the gypsum stratum. These peculiarities, in tum, are pre-determined by the
lithologlcal/textural differeoliation of
gypsum within the stratum cross section (see chapter 2). Most clearly, the
relation between joinling and lilhological/textural peculiarities of the stratum
are expressed in Optimisticheskaya
cave (fig.21). The diagrams on the figure 22 demonstrate distinctions in parameters of passages networks develo-
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ped in different storeys in Oplimislicheskaya cave.
The Vkhodnoy region is developed
at the upper storey (zone 110, the
Svezhaya Voda region consists of two
storeys developed in the upper and
middle parts of the stratum (zones IIJ
and 11), the PoItora Saraya region represents the networks ofthe middle storey
(zone 11), and the Averbakha and Aljonushka regions represent the oetworks
of the lower storey (zone 1). The diagrams demonstrate clear dlstinctions in
the azimuths structure of the networks:
in amount of the modal orientations
(sets), in orientation of prevaíling sets,
in distribulion of passages by length
and orientations. Generally for the whole cave, passages of 2 to 4 m long prevaíl, but in the lower storey networks
lheir maximum corresponds to the direction of 290-300°, but in the upper
storey networks - to the direction of
0-10°.
Within the lower part of the stratum
(zone I) the joint network is characterized by rather distinct anisotropy of
orientations (wíth 2 main and 1-2minor
peaks on the díagrarn), a predominance of 4-beams intersections of passages, quadrangular shape of polygons.
Joints are rectilinear, their walls is even
(fig.21).
Within the zone IIa character of speleo-initiating jointing is quite different.
Under inf1uence of both interna! (líthogene tic) and external (tectonlc)
stresses a rock lo splits a!ong lhe pIanes, which divide small dome structures occurring here, so that joints formed attaln zígzag-Iíke configuration. In
fact , such joints consist of several single
joints sequentially connected to each
other, but 2-beams connections are topologically indistinguishable from
joints turns. When taking parameters
from cave maps, an orientation of such
joints is approximated by a straight line
corresponding to the axis of a passage.
In this case 4-beams connections of a
map usuaJly corresponds to two 3beams connections of [oínts. In networks of Ihe middle storey orientations anisotropy is also evident, but yet
in lesser extent than that in the zone I.
In the upper par! of the gypsum stratum (zone III) composed with giant
dome structures, joints form predominantly along the planes that divide
structures. The formation of [oints is
eased by a presence of argílo-carbonate material, pressed out in the process
of gypsum recrystallization. In case of
firm intergrowth of dome structures,
rock can splít not necessarily along the
dividing planes, but often across the

structure. Sometimes, the structures
are split from the center to periphery.
When [olnts develops along the
plains dividing dome structures, a [olnts
network forms for which following fea- .
tures are characteristic: 5-6-angular
shape of polygons, predominance of
3·beams connections, an absence of
cIearly expressed main orientations
(prominent peaks on diagrams, ftg.2l). Such features are inherent in
networks of lithogenetic joints.
Type of a joints (passages) network
is the most general characteristic (Rats ,
Tchemyshev, 1970; Tchernyshev, 1983).
Analysis of cave maps and the descriplion of networks given above shows
that studied networks fall into the íntervening type between two classes: of
systematic and polygonal networks. In
Optimisticheskaya cave prominent sets
are most cIearly expressed in networks
of the lower storey, in lesser extent but
still rather clear - in networks of the
middle storey. Expressed systematic
networks (those wilh few prominent
sets of orientations) are characteristic
of neighboring Ozemaya cave, where
theyare developed in the middle storey
(zone 11). Two sets are sharply predominant here. Verteba cave and those regions of Optimisticheskaya cave that
are developed in the upper storey (in
the zone III),are examples of polygonal
networks. In many other cases networks have an intervening character
well corresponding to the specíal type
of "systematic polygona! networks" dístinguished by M.V.Ratz and S.N.Tchernyshev (1970).

Morphology of caoities of different
storeys
Jointing of the gypsurn, spatial distribution of [oints , and llthologtcal/textura! peculiarilies of the rock pre-determine not only the structure of cave
systems, but features of rneso-rnorphology of cavities as well (Demedjuk,
1982; Klimchouk, Rogozhnikov, 1982;
Klimchouk, 1986; Demedjuk et al. ,
1988; Klimchouk, Andrejchouk, 1988).
Peculiarities of occurrence of cavities
and of their morphology are characterized below with the example of Op timisticheskaya cave, where influence
of Iithological/textural factor is most
prominent (fig.23).
In the upper part of the gypsum stratum (sub-zone Illb) , which is co mposed with glant dome structures, cavities
most commonly occur along joints foJlowing the planes dividing the structures. Such passages usually have fissurelike and triangular (7,15)2 sectíon, less
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Figure 23. Occurence in the gypsum stratum and morphology of passages of different storeys in Optimistícheskaya cave. Numbers
are referred to in the text.
Figura 23. Posición en el estrato de yeso y morfología de las galerías de los distintos niveles en la cavidad Optimisticheskaya. Véase el texto
para el significado de la numeración

frequently - rhornb-like (9) or rectangular (19) sections. In sorne places pinches occur in lhe central par! of a cross
section (17), sometimes dividing a
passage into two sub-storeys. Passages
occurring near the bottom of the overlyingIimestones, have a plan ceiling (4,
5) composed with the aboye rocks .
Morphology of cavities in lhe sub-zone
IIIb is often complicated by small niches, shelves and ridges (2).The axis of
passages here are normally vertical,
less frequently - inclined (7).
Sometimes cavities occur along
joints radiallyspllttíng dome structures
(1, 12,13).There are also cavities developed along surfaces dividing concenters of the structures (l8) or, less frequentIy - along intersections between
vertical joints and inter-concenters surfaces (10).
In the upper par! of the gypsum stratum sorne large galleries and chambers
occur, whích formation is control1ed by
tectoníc, hydraulic and lithological/textural factors. Simple cases are represented by Tsyclop, Jubilejnaya, Vechno
Junykh galleríes (14) which have rounded and oval sections complicated by
fissure-Iike extension on lhe bottorn.
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More complex cases are characteristic
of the Zaozemy and Anakonda regions
(8, 11). The presence of cupolas in the
ceiling is common, formed by dissolulion of the core and near-core parts of
dome structures. Cupolas are of 5 to 6
m in diameter. In the top of cupolas
selenite monocrystals often occur, exposed in the process of dissolution of
surrounding rocks. In the Anakonda region cupolas are complicated with vertical tooth and rídges (8) formed as a
result of selective dissolution of concenters, composed by microcrystalline
gypsum, or by dissolution along ínterconcenters surfaces. This phenornena
is cornmon for Kristal'naya cave as
well.
A peculiar klnd of cavities forms
when blocks of gypsum detach along
the surfaces between concenters in
dome structures (3).At this.Iarge spheroid boulders form ("stone balls", or
"globes'). The ceiling shape follows
contours of such boulders.
Within the sub-zone I1Ia low (up to
1-1.5 m) passages of rounded shapes
are developed (6), often complicated
with speleoforms of Iower order. Along
the contact between lhe zones 11 and III

wide (5-6 m and wider) and low (1-1.5
m) cavities are developed.
Cavities of quadrangular shape are
common for the zone 11; a ceiling is
control1ed by the bottom of lhe zone III
(20). Such cavities form aIong joints occurríng within the zone JI and ending in
the bentonitic layer. Sorne of such
passages have narrow and deep fissures in the bottom. Passages crossing lhe
central parts of dome structures of the
zone 11 have a peculiar section. Their
ceiling is in 15 to 30 cm below lhe bentonilic layer, Sometimes cavilies occur
with a section in forrn of triangular taken upside down (22).
Walls of cavities of the zone 11 are
characterized by compl ex micro-relief,
wilh numerous ridges and comices.
Theyare formed due to selective dissolution of microcrystalline concenters of
dome structures. Prominent forms are
cornposed with less soluble macrocrystalline gypsum.
Cavities in the lower par! of the gypsum stratum (zone I) normaIly have
rhomb-like cross seclions (27). Combinations of two rhombus occur frequently (28). Such sections form due to
episodes of prolonged stay of a water
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Figure 24. Distribution of orientations (A) and distances between passages (B) in
networks developed in the same storey but in different microblocks (regions) of
Ozernaya cave.
Figura 24. Distribución de las orientaciones (A) y distancias entre galerlas (B) desarrollda s
en el mismo nivel pero en diferentes microbloques (regiones) en la cavidad Ozemaya

table at certain posítíon, within the stage of dewatering of the gypsum stratumo Físsure-like passages (24, 26) are
less frequent here. Wide and low
passages with plane ceíllng occur
along the contact of the gypsum stratum with the underlying formation (29).
Internal surfaces of cavities in the zone
1are smooth, moderately complicated
by microforms: "ribs" of pre-speleogenic joints and isolated Iarge gypsum
crystals. Within maze networks developed in the lower part of the stratum
(Averbakha. Aljonushka, Ozerny regíons, etc.) vertical conduits are widely
spread, ascending from the bottom of
the stratum and having outlets that widens upwards. Such conduíts are ínterpreted as points of upward recharge of
the maze from the under-gypsum aquífer (Kllrnchouk, 1990; 1992; Klimchouk,
Shestopalov, 1990; Klimchouk, 1992;).
Cavities which occur aIong joints
dissecling the whole gypsum stratum,
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or most of lt's thickness , have most
complicated morphology. Such passages (21 , 25, 30, 31) represent combinatíon of several speleoforms described
aboye, characteristic of a certain part of
the gypsum stratum.

Lateral varlability of the cave
systems structure and passage
morphology
General regularities
As it was shown aboye, the differences in the structure of networks and
morphology of passages between different areas of the cave system are caused chiefIy by their occurrence in the
different vertical intervals (líthological/textural zones) of the stratum that
have thelr inherent characterislics of
speleo-ínítlating joinling.

Networks occurring in the same interval but through different areas of a
cave systern show a similarity in the
mos1 essential features of Ihe structure
and morphology of passages (network
type, dlstríbutlon of orientations, cross
sections shape) bu1 may have sorne
distinctions. The structural distinctíons
are expressed,chiefly,in networks density, distanc e between sub-parallel
passages in systernatíc networks, distribution of passages by length and orientation (fig.24). Such aerial distinctions
between networks of the same storey
are determined by their occurrence in
dlfferent microblocks, which tectonic
idenlity is nol essential however. The
structural distinctions may be enhanced if network s are compared developed in different tectonic blocks; for instance , the same storey networks of Optimisticheskaya and Ozernaya caves.
Between-area dístlnctions in morphologyof passages of the same storey can
be also induced by hydraulic factors,
such as a degree of flow focusing, or
110w rate that depends from inltial opening of joints, position of a network in a
hydrologíc system and a degree of network's connectívity with zones of recharge and discharge; the two lalter
factors determine a local hydraulic gradient.
It is important question how uniform
is joínting and distribution of passages
in the lateral direction . Analysis of cave
maps allows to bring sorne Iightto this
question but one must have in mind
that co ntours of field s of mapped
passages and networks of passages within are not exhaustive complete. However,consideration of cave maps c1earIy shows that joinling is quite uniformly
distributed in lateral direction, with
sorne charac teristic den sity, within a
certain cave area. Such areas, defined
aboye as rníc roblocks, are normally
restricted (separated) by large joints or
faults that stretch for rather long distances , dlssec t the whole gypsum straturn
and are of obvious tectonic originoA
[olntíng network within an area (within
a rnlcroblock) is characterized by quite
steady density that do not vary frorn
periphery toward the center.
Differences in the [oíntíng structure
be tween microblo cks are expressed
also by the fact that a network of a
certain storey can be not expanding
into the adjac e nt microblo ck at the
same storey; in this another microblock
a network of joints (passages) at another storey can be developed and laterally connec ted through the area. Sorne
cave maps also demonstrate a presence of not karstified ("blank") areas surrounded by passage networks, or se-
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Figure 25. Scheme of interstitial waters movement in the course of early diagenitic
transfonnations of gysum stratum,
Figura 25. Esquema del moviento del agua intersticial en la etapa diagenética temprana de
transformación del estrato de yeso
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parating adjacent cave areas. In the
scale of the order of hundreds meters
or first kilometers (the most important
scale in a practice of hydrageology and
e ngine e ring geology) the distribution of
jointing at a certain storey can not be
treated as homogenous: karstified
areas (microblocks) altemate with those that are not karstified at al!. However,
strictly speaking, area irregularity of
karstification does not immediately indicates that [oíntíng is not homogeneously distributed; it may just indicate
that speleogeníc realization of [o íntíng
networks is not uniform that can be
conditioned by hydraulic factors .

Regionalization o( Iarge cave
systems
Continuous mapping of area and
storey differentiation of passage morphology and networks performed in
Optim isticheskayacave, has a1lowed lo
províde for morphological regionalizatíon of this largest cave system. Morphological reglón of the cave is defined
as a part of the cave that occurred within a certaín tectonic micrablock, wíth
peculiar orientation and morphology of
speleoforrns developed on each of storeys present. Boundaries between regions follow tectonic joints or faults.
Withín a regl ón sub-reglons and areas
can be dístínguíshed ; the former are
defined as parts of reglons with the
same sel of storeys, and the latter are
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consolidated parts of regions or subregions with passages developed in one
of storeys, with steady passage morphology characterislics.
TotalIy, 11 reg íons, 18 subregions
and 9 areas are distinguished in Optimisticheskaya cave (see fig.14). Peculiarities of struclure and morphology of
networks and passages are described
in details in Russian texto

SOME CONTROVERSIAL TOPICS
Among problems, related lo the above considered structural prerequisites
of speleogenesis, following ones are
most interesting: l) causes and mechanisms of vertical structural/textural differenliation of the gypsum stratum and
of formation of unique giant dome
structures; 2) genesis of [ointíng in the
gypsum stratum; and 3) hydrogeologícal condltlons of realization of the
structural prerequisites of speleogenesiso

Diagenesis of sulfate sediment
and genesis of the dome
structures
Lithologlcal and structural peculíartlies of the gypsum of the Westem Ukraine attracted attentíon of various investígators . Sorne of thern (Gofshtain,
1979; Oubljansky & Lomaev, 1980;
Oubljansky & Smolnikov, 1969) treated

the dome structures as hydration folds,
the result of rack deformation duríng
lransformation of anhydrite to gypsum.
Other workers (Korzhenevsky & Rogozhnikov, 1978) considered these structures as the result of diagenesis of mud
with colIoid structure.
The dome structures are know also
in the middle part of the Miocene gypsurn in the Southern Poland, where the
sulfa te belt of the Westem Ukraine
stretches to, Views of Polish investigators on the genesis of the structures are
contradictory (Babel, 1986). A.Malicki
(1947) thought that the formation of the
dome structures is the result of deformations indu ced by hydration of
anhydrite. J.Flish (1954) treated them
as pingo forms, frost hummocks with
an ice coreoK.Wilrwalski (1976) considers the dome structures as primary
phenomena formed in result of parallel
crystallization of successive layers on
bulges of the lagoon bottom. The view
about the primary nature of the discussed structures is shared by M.Babel
(1986) who noted lhat macrocrystalline
and giantocrystalline (sabre-like)
crystals grow outside from the chaolically arranged core reachíng radial
orientation, thal is exceptional feature
of the sabre-like gypsum and regarded
by Babel as an evidence of the primary
nalure of the structures. However, Babel a dm its that the primary nature of
the dome structures was not proved.
The discussed dome structures can
not be formed as a result of hydration
of anhydride. It is proven (Koltun el. al,
1972; Kropacheva, 1981; Kudrin , 1966;
Petrichenko et.a1, 1988) that in the studied regio n gypsum was primary deposite d mineral but not anhydrite. Thlckness and pressure of the overburden
in the platform outskirts never was high
enough to allow further dehydration of
primary gypsurn. This is also evidenced
by the presence of gypsum with remainíng primary structures (bedded gypsum, argüo-sultate rythmits, e tc.) that
would be inevitably destroyed duríng
the dehydratíon/hydration cycle.
The hypothesis about formation of
the dome structures in the result of díagenesls of mud with colloidal structure.
It is known that newly deposited evaporate minerals do not form conoidal mixture, and that primary gypsum sediment form friable mass of 10 to 50%
porosity lrnpregnated with water (Sonnenfeld, 1988; Strakhov, 1962), rather
than many meters thick mud suspension of conoidal structure . Besides that,
cryslallization of collold would be complete and homogenous, and dlvidíng
surfaces between adjacent domes
would be even, without intergrowth of
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Figure 26. Genetic classification of joints (after Tchernyshev, 1983)
Figura 26. Clasificación genética de fracturas (Tchernyshev. 1983)

crystals of the adja cent structures (Lebedev, 1965). In our case crystallization
of gypsum within the structures is
unhomogenous and ínte rgrow th of
c rys lals be lween the s tructures is
co mmon; this supports that grows of
the dome struclures did not occur in
the eolioidal media.
We believe thal structural/textural
differentiation of the gypsum strata in
the Westem Ukraine is the result of
recrystallization of primary cryptocrystalline gypsum sediment on the stage of late diagenesis. This is supported
by lhe following facls: a presence of
cryptocrystallíne gypsum in the core
parts of the dome structures, a presence of concenters composed with cryptocrystalline gypsurn, uncomplete recrystallization of gypsum in the nearc o re parts of th e s truc tu re s, e tc .
Mechanism of recrystallization of primary gypsum is not well understood, as
well as factors that caused recrystallization. It is clear only that recrystallization
of gypsum occurred und er condilions
of ascending movement of saturated
interstitial waters.
The mech anism of late diagen etic
lransformation of the gypsum stratum
can be assumed as follows. Gravitational sealing of gypsum rock led to
squeezíng out of interstitial waters into
the upper, less closeIy packed, beds of
the stratum (fig.25). In the lower, more
closeIy packed part of lhe stratum interstitial waters moved in both vertical
and lateral (along bedding planes) di-
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rections. At this growth of macrocrystals of gypsum occurred along bedding plan es, that was accompanied by
forma tion of porphyraceous, plicated
and undulatory structures . In the
middle part of the gypsum straturn,
near the contact with the bentonitic layer, interstitial waters moved upward.
At this, the dome structures of the zone
11 were forrning.
When inlerstitial waters were penetrating through the bentonitic layer,
their local redistribution occurred, with
further upward mov emenl ínto the
upper part of the gypsum stra tum . Vertically oriented channels at the íntersections of prlmary [oints could serve
as preferential paths for lhis upward
movement. This can explain anomaIous vertical elongatíon of the dome
structures of the zone III. Such prlmary
jointing was destroyed later on during
recrystallization.
Upward movement ofinterstitial waters along vertical channels was rather
fast, so thal gypsum in this sub-zone
was poorly recrystallized . Above, whe re the rock was lithified at lesser extent
and joints were poorly expressed in it,
water movement was retarded . Here
an inlense recrystallization occurred ,
up to the stage of selenite gypsum .
From this area interstitial waters moved
in different directions from the center
to perlphery, under conditions of homogenous media and Iow gradient
pressure, so that con cenric-zoned and
radiated-fibrous texture was formed in

the períphery parts of the dome structures. At the outer parts of the dome
structures the water movement was
most slow, recrystallízatíon of the rack
was a1so slow and prolonged, so that
forming crystal s attained a considerable size.
Slow movemenl of waters in laleral
and vertical directions could occur under conditions of growing pre ssure resulted from deposition of overlying clay
thickness (the formation of an artesian
basin), Sonnenfeld (1988) has pointed
out a possibility of diagenetic transformation of evaporale rocks under lhe
conditions of artesian uplift of brines.
Diageneti c transformalions of the
gypsum stralum began immedialely after precipitation of sulfale sediment,
and continued after the overlying formations had been deposiled. This is
evidenced by the presence of veinlets
of fibrous gypsum developed along
joínts and bedding planes in the Upper
Badenian c1ays. Such veinlets were formed in resulted of penetration of satu rated waters from the gypsum stratum
ínto the overIying formations.
The problem of the late diagenesis
and recrystallizalion of gypsum has
many poorly understood asp ects. It can
not be ruled out thal recrystallization
processes continue a1soon lhe katagenesis stage. For instance, in the Lower
Permian gypsum and anhydrides in lhe
Gor'kovsko-AJatyrsky uplift area the
upper 30 m thick part of the stratum is
recrystallized with recr ystallizalion pro-
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Note: For Atlantida and Dzhurinskaya caves the maps ofjoints have been used in analysis,
for other caves - maps of cave passages.
Table 2. Characteristics 01intersections 01joints of different genesis, and cave passage intersections.
Tabla 2. Características de las iniersecdones de fracturas de distintas génesis e intersecciones de galerías en cavídades

cesses have occurred in post-Paleogene time (Parfenov, 1966). It is not yet
clear the cause of alteration of cryptoand macrocrystalline concenters in the
dome structures. Perhaps, it is caused
by progressive recrystallization that accompany the interstitial waters movement. It is poorly understood lhe genesis of giant sabre-Iike and feather-Iike
gypsum crystals. M.Babel (1986) consíders lhese as a primary formations, but
this view is not proven. Lastly, it is not
welI studíed the regularities of regional
distribution of the gypsum with the
dome structures and with other types
of structures. To resolve the above
menlioned and other relevant problems further study of paleogeographic
conditions of lhe gypsum deposítion
and transformations in the región is needed. It is obvious that speleologícal
melhods offer unique opportunities Ior
paleogeographic and llthological/petrographical investigations .
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Genesis ofjoints in the gypsum
strata
The problem of génesis of joints in
the gypsum is crucial for an adequate
understanding of regularities of secondary porosity of the strata. The vast majority of researchers treated speleo-inltiating jointing as of tectonic orígín, referring to the prevalence of two or three
sets in orientation diagrarns, It has been
demonstrated above that anisotropy of
orientations is expressed in different
exlent and not in all cases in the caves
of the reglón . It was the work by
A.B.Korzhenevsky & V.Ya.Rogozhikov
(1978) where the possibility of another
interpretation of lhe genesis of jointing
in the gypsum was mentioned for the
first time. Further studies resulted in
much data that allowed lhe more detaíled consideration of thls topie.
From materials presented in the
chapter 4 lhe following summary can

be given of speleo-lnítíating jointing in
the gypsum strata in the regi ón:
1) AII joints in the gypsum are tension joints. The vast majority of them
are vertical. They do not dissect the
whole stratum in vertical direction but
are restricted within certain intervals
(storeys) that correspond to specific
structural/textural horizons (zones).
2) Parameters of joint networks demonstrate lhe storey and area differentiation, but are quite steady within a
single geological position (wíthín a certain storey and area).
3) Distribution of joints within microblocks is quazi-uniform and does not
displayany trends in direction from tectonic fauits (boundaries of microblocks) toward internals of microblocks.
4) By the general structure joint networks most frequentty fall into the intervening category between systematic
and polygonal networks. In the extre-
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me cases networks can be with well
expressed two or three prevaíling sets
of joints (anísotropíc networks) or be
purely polygonal without prominent
sets at all.
First of all, it should be noted that in
general the problem of [oíntíng genesís
is very complicated and far from sufficient resolution. There is no well accepted genetic classification of jointing
in rocks, but there are sorne rather established concepts aboutjoints genesis
CTchemyshev, 1979, 1983). One of the
complicating factor is inherited development of [oínts in different stages of
geologíc history of a rock (stages of
Iithogenesis, tectonic deformations,
hypergenesis), Therefore, considering
conventional genetic c1assifications of
joints one must take into account that
they refer only to novice joints formed
during corresponding stages. Having in
mind the existence of sorne steady geometric types (pattems) of natural joints
networks one can also consider the genesis of networks. In the context of the
present work we are interested, first of
all, in the genesis of networks of speleoinitiating joínts in the gypsum stratum.
We regard as the most representative the general scheme of genetic c1assification of joints published by
S.Tchemyshev in 1983 (fig.26). At the
first level joints are c1assifiedaccording
to genesis and source of energy that
form [olnts. Two main classes are distinguished: 1) endokinetic joints, formed in the coarse of petrogenesís processes at the expense of energy stored
by a rack; and 2) exokinetic [oints, formed at the expense of extemal energy
impact on a rack. At the next level further division is made on the basis of
stages which generation of joints is
confined to. In the earlier version of this
c1assification (Tchemyshev, 1979) the
sub-types of "purely lithogenelic joints"
and of "lithogenetic joints formed with
influence of the outer field of stresses"
had been distinguished within the type
of primary joints.
The aboye given c haracteristic of
[oínts networks in the gypsum of the
Western Ukraine obviously corresponds to praperties of Iithogenetic jointing, One more typical sign of Iithogenetic jointing can be revealed when examining topologic peculiarities of
networks - the ways how joints are conjugated in nodes). It was shown in the
aboye works ofTchemyshev that nodes
to which three joints converge are predominant in networks of lithogenetic
joints. Amounts of nodes with larger
numbers of joínts diminishes drasticaIly. Ina contrast, itis typical for networks
of tectonic joints that 4-beam junctions
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sharply predominate in which one joint
crosses another. Thls feature indicates
that joinls are formed under main influence of outer field of stresses which
is hornogenous in all blocks of a given
massif.
The results of this kind of examinatlon of topology of cave passages networks are given in the table 2 where
the data of M.\1.Ratz & S.M.Tchemyshev
(1970) are also inc1uded characterizing
joints networks of knowingly lithogenetic and tectonic genesis. At this, the
ends of joints (one bearn) were excluded frorn the analysis because the
"blind" appearance of element in our
cave maps does not necessarily means
that there ls no [unctíon in reality, and
2-beam nodes were excluded as well
because they topologícally can not be
separated from a tum o
The analysis of the table demonstrates that amount of 3-beem junctions in
networks of speleo-initiating joints
sharply predominate (varyfrom 71.6 to
92.4%; the average value 81.7%) and
closely corresponds to the amount of
such nodes in networks of knowingly
Iíthogenetic joints (vary from 73.4 lo
91.5%; the average 83.0%). The ratio
between amounts of 3-beam and 4beam junctions vary frorn 0.09 to 0.33
for lithogenetic joints networks and
from 0.08 lo 0.39 for speleo-inltiatlng
joints networks in the gypsum. These
features differ sharply frorn that of tectonie [oíntíng (see the table) .
Empirically revealed peculiarities of
lithogenetic [olnts networks, such as
lheir polygonal pattern, restriction to a
lithologically homogenous horizons
and other praperties, have a theoretic
explanation derived from energy and
geomechanics consideration (Ratz &
Tchernyshev, 1970; Tchernyshev, 1983).
The prevalence of 3-beem junctions is
interpreted within the concept of the
autonomic development of each area
of the network: if the main source of
stresses is confined within the polygon
then the induced [oint does not extend
beyond the earller formed joint - the
boundary of the polygon. The developm ent of joints proceeds in the other
way if lhe outer source of stresses is
present. The outer force creates rather
homogenous field of stresses in each
block of a massif so that joints extend
from one block lo another, that is resulted in the formation of 4-beam [unetíons in networks, One should note that
superposition of outer fields of stresses
onto the field of contraction stresses
lead to the same results, therefore forming networks can attain well expressed anisotropy.
The aboye consideration strongly

supports the lilhogenetic nature of lhe
studied [olnts networks in the gypsum
stratum of the reglen. However, when
distinguishing the type of lithogenetic
[oíntíng one usually imply it's primary
origin and formation during the period
of lithificalion of sediment. In our case
the age of [olntíng is knowingly more
recent than Ihe early diagenesis periodo
As it has been shown, speleo-initiating
[oíntlng present at least the second, after the pre-speleogenlc [ointing, generation of joints that had been formed yet
in the lithified sediment. Thus, one can
place studied networks into the líthogenetic category only if the extended interpretation of a formation time and a
nature of the lithogenetic jointing is implied, namely: that it can be formed
also on the stage of the late dlagenesís
(katagenesís), in relatlon wilh the contínuíng into a solid rack processes of
squeezing out and redistribution of interstitial waters and of recrystallizalion.
The fact that anisotropy ls more or
less expressed in network patterns
does not contradicl to the placing the
studied jointing into the Iithogenelic category, but it just indicates an influence
of the fleld of outer, tectonic stresses. 11
was shown in the aboye cited works of
Ratz & Tchemyshev that the character
of the primary jointíng can be influenced by the stress state and dynamic
conditions in adjoining formations (the
effect of a "mobile frame"), Líthogenetic tension joints in a consolidated rack,
experíencíng vertical compression due
to lt's occurrence at a certain considerable depth, can not be formed without
influence of the "frame", stresses transmitted lo the gypsum stratum from the
adjoining formalions. Thus, in the poIygonal joints network those directions
may become more expressed Ihat corresponds to the distribution of the
main normal stresses in the massif, so
that anisotrapy of the network forms.
This situation corresponds well to the
intervening type of systematic polygonal networks distinguished by Tchernyshev in his geornetric c1assification, and
lo the sub -type of "lithogenetic joints
formed with influence of the outer field
of stresses" in the genetic classiflcatlon,
It ís shown in the that differentiation
of lhe networks parameters by areas
(microblocks) is inherited in speleo-initialing [oínting, while these parameters
remain steady within an area. Regions
boundaries are outlined by large extended joints or mall faults of the c1ear
tectonic nature, Ihat divide the gypsurn
stratum into mícroblocks. The microblock structure of a cave field has been
demonstrated by V.N.Andrejchouk
(1988) for Zolushka cave, and can be
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Figure 27. Meas 01 recharge, transit and discharge of underground waters of the gypsum at the period of the formation of
Optimisticheskaya cave. Areas of passage development in different storeys: 1· upper, 2- middle, 3- lower. Movement of
underground water: 4- upward recharge from the under-gypsum aquifer, 5- transit between and within storeys, 6- discharge into the
overlying aquifer and to valley bottoms. See profile on figure 28.
Figura 27. Areas de recarga , circulación y desc.arga de las aguas subterráneas relacionadas con el acuífero yesífero durante el periodo de
formacíón de la cavídad Optimisticheskaya. Areas de desarrollo de galerías en diferentes niveles : 1- superior, 2- intermedio , 3- ínferior.
MO'vimiento del agua subterránea: 4- recarga hacía arriba desde el acuífero yes ifero inferior, 5- circulación entre los distintos niveles, 6descarga al acuífero suprayacente y al fondo de los valles . Véase perfil en fa figura 28

easily recognized in all of the large caves of the region. In the Iight of the
above discussed it becomes quite clear
the cause of the microblock differentiatíon of parameters of the joints networks: the resulting effect of the "frame"stresses and the field oíthe internal
stresses can be individualized lo a cer-
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tain extent in the elernentary tectonic
units - microblocks, whereas withln the
block a quazí-uniforrn network forms
with steady parameters. However, this
resultíng effecl is differentiated eve n
more by vertical structural/textural zones of lhe gypsum stratum (storeys)
that evidenc es that the internal fields of

stresses, which have a different confi guratíon in the each of the structural/textural horízons, do play the leading role in a network formatian.
It is interesling to note that the given
a boye characleristic s of joinls networks in the gypsum are very close lo
those of [oíntlng distinguished as the
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Figure 28. Scheme of recharge, transit and discharge in a sto rey artesian karst system (the case of Optimisticheskaya cave)
Figura 28. Esquema de recarga , circulación y descarga en un sisieme kárstico artesiano con distintos niveles (en el
Optimisticheskaya)

genetic type of the "general" (systernatic) jointing. Jointlng of this type forrn,
along with the primary on e, a background of jointing in platforrns. The
"general" [oíntlng is usually placed to
the category of the tectonie [oínting
(Belousov, 1962; Ratz & Tchemyshev,
1970; Tchemyshev, 1983), although a
mystery of it's genesis is underlined .
Joints of this type are extremely widely
spread through platforrns, group into
two sets , usually of NE and NWorientatlons, are perpendicular to the bedding
and, as a rule,do not extend beyond the
limits of a single bed . It is though that
the general joints differ from líthogenetic ones by expressed anisotropy and
larger length, In the Iight of the abo ye
consideration it seems proper the opinion expressed by V.A.Velikanov &
V.S.Zaika-Novatsky (1971) on the basis
oí study of jointingof Upper Proterozoic
formations in the Eastem Podolsky reglon, that the "general" jointíng is not
related to tectonics but is formed due
to processes of the late diagenesís, so
that it can be placed into the category
of Iithogenetic jointing.
Thus, the problern of the nature of
speleo-initiating jointing in the gypsum
of the Western Ukraine still can not be
resolved in a single way, at least within
the present day gene tic c1assifications
and concepts. Perhaps, it would be co-
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rrect to talk about the complicated process of the formatlon of [oíntíng in the
course of lithogenesis (katagenesls) of
the gypsum stratum, under simultaneous írnpact of lithogenetic and tectonie stresse s and strong control of structural/textural irregularity of the rack on
joints occurrence (Klimchouk, 1986;
Klimchouk & Andrejchouk, 1988).
And, lastly, it is worst to touch the
topie about retention of joints in the
gypsum stratum. The materials presented aboye support the view about the
prolonged process of forrnation of present [olntíng in the gypsum and their
diíferent ages . The prolonged retentíon
of joints con tradicts to the widely accepted opinion about the self-healíng
of [olntíng in gypsum due to gypsum
plasticity and flowage. Becaus e of this,
gypsum rnasslfs are often regarded as
monollthic and of low permeability for
fluids. This view is true in part in case of
thick mass ífs or se que nces of sulfate
rocks that are not clamped rigidly between adjoining formations . One of the
authors was able to see this situation in
the gypsum areas of Northem Italy, Sicily, Southem Spain and New Mexico.
However, the peculiarityof tectonic position of the Westem Ukrainian gypsum
is that the stratum is spread through
considerable area in the form of the
rather thín bed c1amped between ad-

caso de la cavidad

joining rigidformations . Perhaps , this is
the main cause of prolonged retention
of quazi-uniform jointing in the gypsum, that prove to be the most important structural prerequisite of the formation of the immense maze cave
systems. This feature determines a uniqueness of the gypsum karst of the region in comparison with other gypsum
karsts in the world.
5.3. Hydrogeological conditions of
realization of the structural prerequisites oC speleogenesis
A1though the main objectives of the
present work are restricted to the consideration of the structural prerequisites of speleogenesís, it is reasonable to go briefly through the problem of
hydrogeological conditions of their reaIization. The resolution of the issue ímplies revealing of the time of the cave
formatíon, the type of the aquifer (aquífers system) on the main stage of speleogenesís, recharge/discharge condítions in this stage , the nature of dissolvíng capability of underground waters.
The comprehensive consid e ration of
these issues is supposed to be don e in
the separate work; below only som e
main aspects are touched, discussion
of which is stimulated by the abo ye
presented materials.
Not going deeply into con sideration
of the developrnent of ideas regardíng
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speleogenesis in the gypsum in the
Westem Ukraine, we should only mention the recent radical change of an
approach to the problem. Duríng long
time the genesls of the caves in the
region had been interpreted within the
"point recharge - through f1ow" theory
suggested by V.N.Dubljan sky
(Dubljansky & Smolnikov, 1969;
Dubljansky & Lomaev, 1980). Accordlng to this theory, caves were formed
duríng Early and Middle Pleistocene
due to sinking of perennial and ínterrníttent surface streams into the gypsum
stratum. Development of caves occurred under shallow phreatic and water
table conditions. Underground lateral
flow between sub-parallel river valleys
was assumed to occur through the gypsum stratum. Amulti-storeyslruclure of
cave patterns was assumed to result
from cycles of uplift and stability, river
valley entrenchrnent, and correspondlngIoweríng of the karst water table
(Dubljansky & Smolnikov, 1969;
Dubljansky & Lomaev, 1980).
In the last decade one of the present
authors has suggested and developed
the new artesian theory of speleogenesis in the gypsum of the region (Klimchouk, 1986, 1992; Klimchouk, 1990,
1992; Klimchouk, Shestopalov, 1990).
The formation of caves occurred in the
confined conditions of the multi-storey
shallow artesian system due lo vertical
water ex change betwe en aquifers
through the gypsum. Maze caves were
forrned due lo dispersed upward recharge from the und er-gypsurn aquifer,
that enabled uniform solution widening of all available speleo-initiating
joinls. Cave systems were developed in
zones of piezometric lows, wh ere the
cupping aquítard became thin due to
an entrenc hmenl of erosional valleys
and (or) lectonically weakened. In
such zones conditions for upward discharge of the Miocene aquifer systern
established; lhis was accompanied by
íntense upward flow through the gypsum strata. Because of further uplifts of
the lerritory and entrenchment of erosional valleys the aquifers systern became unconfined, and the gypsum strata
became drained, wíth inversion of lhe
recharge/discharge scheme and further transformatíon of cave systems lo
the relíct state.
The peculiarities of the structure of
the cave syslems considered aboye ,
strongly support the artesian theory of
speleogenesis.
The multí-storey structure of the caves in the region is preconditioned by
the storey occurrence of speleo-initialing[oínts, that in tum is determined by
the structural/textural differentialion of
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the stratum and by Iilhogenelic nature
of [olntíng, On the general background
of an upward water flow in lhe systern
in zone s of piezometric lows, lhe Ilow
received a considerable lateral component within those intervals of the gypsum strata where network had well developed lateral connectivity. In general,
the rnulti-storey structure of cave
systems and considerable lateral development of speleoforms in certain horízons is conditioned by incompatibility
between the structures of primary permeability of the differenl structural/textural horizons of the gypsum stratum.
AH the caves have sorne structural
elements in the lower part of the gypsum stratum, that provided for upward
recharge of cave systems from the bottorn of the strata (frorn the under-gypsum aquífer), In most of cases joints
near the bottom of the straturn do not
form extensive connected networks, so
that recharge of continuous networks
at the next upper slorey occur through
single [oints or local nelworks (caves
Ozemaya, Slavka, Dzhurinskaya, 20lushka, sorne areas of Optímistlcheskaya cave). Such feeding cavities are uníformly dlstríbuted through areas of lhe
master storey; this provides for dispersed ínflow of aggressive water into cavities of the master storey and for possibility of relatively uniform solutional
widening of all available [oints in a network. In sorne other cases (Atlantída
cave) lateral flow occurred chlefly
along the bottom of the gypsum , bul
cavities of the upper storey developed
locally providing just for water exchange between adjoining master passages.
Optimisticheskaya cave have the
mo st cornplícated storey struc tur e.
There are areas of continuous spread of
pas sage networks in Ihe lower storey
adjoining along the common contour
with areas where the middle storey networks are developed . The se Iater
areas, in lum , border wilh areas where
networks of the upper storey are de veloped (fig.27).At thís, areas ofthe lower
storey tend lo surround non-karstifled
areas formíng "contours of recharge",
Such regular transition of the labyrinth
from lower storeys to upper ones in
c ertaln directions become understandable wh en one superimpose the
contour of the cave system and lt's re·
gíons on the scheme ofthe surface erosional valleys which se rved as focuses
of an upwa rd discharge from th e
system. Upward flow occurred through
the gypsum stratum from recharge
areas to díscharge areas step by step,
attaining considerable lateral component on the each step, according to the
structure of networks of speleo -ínltia-

tíng joints at the each horizon and peculiarities of connectivity between networks of different storeys (fig.28).
Dislribution of karstified areas in lhe
plan view, contours of cave fields, particularly conlours of the lower storey
passages areas are determined not
only by distribution of jointing in the
gypsum strala and relative position of
recharge and dlscharge areas but a1so
by the plan configuration of zones of
enhanced permeability in the undergypsum aquifer. One can assume that
characteristic e longaled contours of
the cave fields lndícate in general a
position of zones of enhanced permeability in the Lower Badenian aquifer.
This issue is of a great significance for
prediction oí karstification in the gypsum and needs in further studies.
Thus, the field data about structure
of the large cave systems in the region
fit well to the arteslan model of speleogenesis . It ls easy to show that within
other conventional models, for instance -within the criticized model of"point
recharge - through f1ow"in the gypsum ,
the spel eogenetíc realization of the present structural prerequisites would be
completely dífferent,

Conclusions

l. Th e gypsum stratum of the
Tyrassky formation of Middle Badenian,
that normally have the thickness of 153D m, ls characterized by c1ear verlicai
structuraVtexlural irregularity. Size of
gypsum crystals usually increase from
the bottorn loward the top of lhe stralum. For the mo st of the Podolsky region the three-unit construction of lhe
gypsum strata is inherited in. The
uppermosl part is characterízed by de veloprnent of giant (up lo 8-10 m in
diameter) concentríc/zoned and radiated/fibrous dom e structures of macroand gianlocrystalline gypsum.
2. The structuraVtextural differentialion of the gypsum stratum was formed,
Iikely, at lhe stage of late díagen es ís, as
a result of recrystallization of primary
c ryptocrys talline gypsum sediment.
Recrystallization oc curred under conditions of upward movement of saturated inlerslitial waters.
3. Vertical structural/textural differentlatlon of lhe gypsurn strata have
preconditioned spatial posilion of networks of speleo-initiating jointing.
Mostof joints do not dissect the stratum
for the whole thickness but occur by
slor eys within certain intervals (structural/textural horízons) , forming largely
independent networks with rather differenl parameters, Speleo-initiating
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joints in the gypsum stratum and their
networks display properties characteristic for tbe genetic types of litbogenetic and "general" jointing.
4. Tbe slructure of tbe cave systerns
in the región is deterroined by tbe structure of speleo-initialing jointing. AH tbe
large caves demonstrate two or three
storey structure. Network parameters
and morphology of passages consíderably differs from slorey to storey and, lo
tbe lesser exlent, from area to area between microblocks, but these parameters are quite steady witbin a single
geological position (within a certain
storey and microblock).
5. Tbe field data about structure of
tbe large cave systems in tbe region fit
well to the artesian model of speleogenesis . Cave systems were formed due
to upward water exchange through the
gypsum between aquifers of lhe multi, storey artesian system in the areas of
upward discharge through the capping
aquitard (in zones of piezometric
lows). The multi-storey structure of
cave systems and tbeir considerable
lateral development is determined by
incompatibility between structures of
primary permeability of the differenl
structural/ textural horizons of the gypsum straturn,
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